
“The mind is nothing like what you’ve
been taught to believe. There are 

many different access routes into it,
and understanding its overall

simplifications and policies can make
you operate better and more effectively

manage yourself and your own 
thought processes, as well as manage

other people.”
- from MindReal

This is a book that shows, in simple detail, one of the most
startling findings of modern science: We don’t experience
the world as it is, but as virtual reality. And while much of
the latest scientific work demonstrates this, as do many of
the classical psychological illusions, it is an important
meeting point for students of the mind, brain, philosophy
and religion because, as we can now see in light of this book,
all these disciplines begin at the same place. 

This is not an abstruse treatise, but part graphic novel and
part direct address. It allows the reader a breakthrough
understanding of the mind which is not available anywhere
else. It is, in part, a summa of Dr. Ornstein’s research and
writing of the past 35 years (with pieces and references to
many of his works) as well as a seminal introduction to new
readers. 
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...human kind
cannot bear very much reality.

-- T. S. Eliot, “Burnt Norton”
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P R E FAC E

Let’s make it clear: there is a world out there, and there

is a world in here. It’s not like “east is east and west is west,

and never the twain shall meet,” for if they never met, then

we wouldn’t be alive. Think of it as two overlapping

circles; a thin ellipse at the intersection is where the mind

and world join. There’s more to the world than we

experience, obviously -- the galaxies, the subatomic world.

We “catch,” for instance, only one-trillionth of the waves

that dazzle our eye.

I see this book as a beginning. It may be a real be-

ginning for someone who hasn’t thought about the mind, or

psychology, or philosophy. It may be a second, third or

fourth beginning for another who has had some interest.

At the core of these realms, and of religion and con-

sciousness as well, is this: our “reality” isn’t the reality of

the world, but a tiny portion of it. This means, in one view,

that we’re subject to illusions and misjudgments; in

another, that true knowledge is very, very difficult; and in a

third, that the “world” is an “illusion.” 

However, realizing that the reality we experience is

. . . X I X . . .



“MindReal” is the first step to a deeper understanding of

ourselves, and of our possibilities.

Fear not: this won’t be a philosophical conundrum or

some kind of epic esoteric treatise. My aim is to make the

feeling of MindReal clear in terms of both everyday and,

like many of our media now, even in graphic novel (well,

graphic nonfiction) form.

Robert Ornstein, 2008

.  .  .  M I N D R E A L .  .  .
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0
THE WORLD WE TOUCH, SEE AND HEAR

IS NOT THE “REAL” WORLD

I was sitting late at night overlooking the lake

with my wife and two friends -- psychiatrists, as it turns

out. It was a quiet scene. We were eating snacks after a

show, outside in a café with a good view of a long

stretch of cool water and Italian homes overlooking it. 

Then, all of a sudden, we were surrounded by the

sounds of three tenors in high aria, and the “lake”

erupted into a water show, with plumes of water

shooting up into the night, 60 feet high. Illuminated, of

course. 

A jolt. 



.  .  . M I N D R E A L .  .  .

. . . 2 . . .

We were not by Lake Como. The restaurant was not an

Italian trattoria, but a New York steakhouse. And at the

other side of the lake in the desert was…not an Italian villa,

not even a New York street, but…

The Eiffel Tower!

How completely unreal. New York, Italy, Paris -- all in

the Las Vegas desert.

It’s a cause for amazement, yet…

Of course, this particular jumble of structures only

seems unreal; but it is, of course, real. It’s there. Las Vegas

is one sort of “reality,” but I mention it here because sitting

there, I could see that this amalgam, or “shell game,” of

different experiences is exactly what happens inside us

each moment. If Las Vegas is unreal in some sense, is our

“reality” unreal, too?  I want to assert here that it is exactly

so, made up each moment of a shell game of different

images and experiences, put together not to experience the

world, but, like another kind of shell, to protect us while in

the world. 

And it’s true of the built world as well. What was “real”
about the New York skyscrapers before they were built on
$14 worth of land; didn’t they seem “unreal”? The Eiffel
Tower, too, was ridiculed as being an idiotic, pointless
structure. We now see it as the symbol of Paris, but if you
look at it, what is it but a bunch of ironwork? (It is really
a demo, an ad for an iron fabrication company.) The
French first called it an “iron asparagus.” 



And my Las Vegas experience happened at the same

time that a biography of Ronald Reagan had been pub-

lished which featured imaginary characters to create a

fuller truth, the author said. 

That -- a virtual scene like the one in Las Vegas or the

fleshing out of a narrative with imaginary characters to

make it fit -- is what we do each moment of each day.

Our “reality,”

the one we live inside,

is virtual.

We call it

“MindReal.”

. . . 3 . . .

T H E WO R L D W E TO U C H ,  S E E A N D H E A R I S N OT T H E “ R E A L”  WO R L D



.
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THE

MINDREAL
TOUR.

AM ‘I AM,’ OR
AM I MINDREAL?

you think, therefore i am...



.  .  .  T H E M I N D R E A L T O U R .  .  .
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YOU THINK, THEREFORE I AM... OR AM I ?

(sigh) You waste so much time navel-gazing, don’t you...

Don’t you think
that’s a pretty
important
question? And
who are you,
anyhow?

Hmmf--you’re much too self-
obsessed to pay much
attention to me anymore, but
you used to call me “The
Supreme Being.” To be
honest, I’m not feeling so
supreme these days.

.
.

. . .
.

.
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. . A M ‘ I  A M ’  O R A M I  M I N D R E A L ? . .

Hey, what’s the
matter? You
sound pretty fed
up. Did I do
something
wrong?

Hmmm, I suppose so, but it’s my
own damn fault. You see...well,

maybe it’s time I let you in
on one of the big secrets

I’ve been keeping from
you and your

kind for eons.
Maybe it
will help.

Hmmmf--how true, my friend, how true.
You see, you may think consciousness is
everything, and you’re in control, but you’ll
soon see there’s far more going on in your
subconscious than you ever imagined.

That would be
swell if you
could give me a
clue. After all,
if I’ve been
waiting eons,
there’s no time
like the
present for
sorting me out!



.  .  .  T H E M I N D R E A L T O U R .  .  .
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I just hope you
have an open
mind...

Well, look who’s finally
popped in for a visit! I’m
the part of your mind
that facilitates self-

contemplation. If you
have any questions, please
clear them with me first.



. . . 9 . . .

Back when I was
experimenting with micro-
organisms, it all seemed like
life was going to be simple--

just wind the things up
and watch ‘em go. All

they needed from Reality
was the right conditions and
a few chemicals now and
then. They had little idea
what was going on outside
their tiny little worlds.

But when microorganisms started getting together to
form larger organisms, they made new problems for
themselves. In order to survive, they needed to process
more information from Reality than they did back in
the single-cell days.

How
so?

. . A M ‘ I  A M ’  O R A M I  M I N D R E A L ? . .



.  .  .  T H E M I N D R E A L T O U R .  .  .
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I can’t
reach... hey
everyone,
shift over
here.

Hey guys,
what’s going
on out
there?

I’m bored...

Somebody
say

“snack”?
Where?

Gimme!

I’ll tell you
after
someone
gives me a
snack.

Give me a
snack too,
or I’ll just
quit and
take a nap.

This sucks.
I’m going to

fission!

See, like any organization, the bigger it gets,
the more management it needs. And it also

needs more admin, specialization and
communication. The ability and reach of the

agglomeration get bigger and so does the
hunger for information. They got together

to form some terrific instruments for receiving
information from the outside world.

Of course, then they had to develop
wetware sophisticated enough to distinguish

what was important for survival--and
Mind LTD was formed.



. . . 1 1 . . .

Mind LTD is like one big company. Like any big
company, the workers work in far-from-harmonious
conditions. There are crazy and outdated policies,
plenty of vying for space, lies and deceit, massive
ignorance, and plenty of screwing up.

. . A M ‘ I  A M ’  O R A M I  M I N D R E A L ? . .
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BILLIONS OF BITS OF INFORMATION. . .

I thought there might be
big problems for Mind LTD
dealing with a sizeable
amount of the massive
flow of Reality that hit its
receiving instruments (eyes
and ears and so on). But I
was surprised to find out
what a relatively small
amount of Reality was
necessary for a complex
organism to survive; only
a tiny amount makes it to
Mind LTD, and just one-
trillionth of Reality
actually makes it to
consciousness.

MIND FILTERS
REALITY FROM

109 BITS
DOWN TO

102 bits
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. . A M ‘ I  A M ’  O R A M I  M I N D R E A L ? . .

. . .COMING IN FROM REALITY EVERY SECOND

With such a tiny fraction
of Reality to cope with,
you managed fine. Mind LTD
and its receiving
instruments could filter the
great thicket of Reality
into progressively thinner

strands, doing all the
dirty work for

consciousness.



.  .  .  T H E M I N D R E A L T O U R .  .  .
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The reduced and filtered
strands of Reality then
become woven together
by a multitude of little
automatic workers to form
a tapestry of illusion. So
instead of actually
experiencing the full force
of Reality, which would
overwhelm even the most
sophisticated computer
imaginable...



. . . 1 5 . . .

...Mind LTD makes up
its own notion of
what’s real--MINDREAL.

But...but that’s
ridiculous. You mean
to say that I make
up Reality?

Believe it or
not, I’m
Reality!

Silly!
Of course
you are!

FILTERED
REALITY STIMUL ATES

MIND LTD’S
“MINDREAL

GENERATOR”

CONSCIOUSNESS
MISTAKES MINDREAL
FOR REALITY

. . A M ‘ I  A M ’  O R A M I  M I N D R E A L ? . .

R E A L I T Y



.  .  .  T H E M I N D R E A L T O U R .  .  .
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No, you don’t make up
Reality. Reality is really
out there. But what you
believe to be real is
actually only MindReal.
You are completely
immersed in a tiny
chamber of total
self-delusion.



. . . 1 7 . . .

Now you’re
blowin’ my
mind, pops...

Er, forgive me, that’s
probably a bit too

much information all
at once...

. . A M ‘ I  A M ’  O R A M I  M I N D R E A L ? . .

.



ALL YOU ARE
IS WHAT YOU ARE

DURING THE MOMENT
YOU ARE IT

-- Graffiti, New York Subway, 1993
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1
.

HOW THE MIND
TRANSFORMS THE WORLD:

THE LIFE OF THE MIND

What the mind does seems so obvious that

we never need to think about it. Our experience

of the world seems, as we experience it from

inside our head, seamless: the mind gets the basic

information about sounds, location of objects, the

nature of people and the like from the world

outside and prepares us to act. It feels seamless at

second glance and over a lifetime, as well.

ABOUT THE EYE BLINK
THE NOSE

THE PHANTOM FINGER
THE “SHELL”

“BROWN MONDAYS”
AND THE WORLD’S  IMPERCEPTIBLE THICKET
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And as far as “we” are concerned, throughout almost

all of our everyday life, it works just fine and dandy. One of

our friends calls on the telephone; we immediately

remember who he is and what our conversations have been.

We don’t confuse conversations we’ve had with Peter with

those we’ve had with Juliet. We see a dog running towards

us and avoid it; smell dinner cooking on the stove and, sure

enough, the meatloaf is there, ready to be eaten when we

get into the house. We see the rain outside when dressing,

and, sure enough, when we go out, it hits us on the face and

wets our boots. We see and sense what is going on and act

accordingly. Doesn’t really seem like much of a conundrum

in our daily experiences. No big deal, right?

It’s difficult to see the problem from inside our own

mind. We can’t picture “the mind,” as can we the heart, the

brain or the liver. The mind isn’t a corporeal structure and

it isn’t identical to the brain or any other physical entity.

And its invisible work is profound: it connects the sounds,

sights and signs of the external world into entities that we

see, feel and touch. It does this continually, and its operations

are in our consciousness rarely and momentarily. What we

call “Mental Operating System” (MOS) processes are at the

root of unnoticed daily triumphs in navigating a complex

world. Conversely, this is why things that are always

visible to us can’t be seen (like the nose), and why the

simplifying MOS routines are at the roots of many errors

we make. We most often have to make decisions based on

incomplete information.

The mind’s primary job is not intellectual, so the “life of



H O W T H E M I N D T R A N S F O R M S T H E W O R L D

. . . 2 1 . . .

the mind” is not the serious life that this phrase usually

indicates. Rather, it is the hidden work of a magician: to

present the person with a set of illusions that work. The

tricky thing is this: we experience these reactions as our

consciousness. This is why the “small world” the mind

lives in, and which we usually perceive, works for us and

why we’re effortlessly brilliant and yet make the stupidest

mistakes.

The mind has, for instance, different levels of working.

You can feel these “switches” operating when you listen to

people speaking in a foreign language. At first, you don’t

know what’s going on. Then you might identify that the

sound you’re hearing is not a random noise, or a com-

bination of a couple of people talking inaudibly, or music,

or disjointed sounds. It is made up of connected units and

is part of a language. Another stage of MOS processing then

identifies it as one that you do or don’t know. If you’ve

been so trained, all of a sudden your Lithuanian module

gets set in place and you’re OK. This is why people

sometimes have great problems when they know one of two

foreign languages that are very similar, as are Spanish and

Italian. 

The same thing happens when a metaphorical  or

indirect  request  is  made.  First ,  the sounds outside

have to be decoded;  E| tz| wah| rm| n| he| er may be

first  analyzed as to what i t  means.  OK, but what does

“It ’s  warm in here” mean,  then -- turn down the heat,

open the windows or something more romantic? My own

work in the analysis of the two sides of the brain comes



.  .  . M I N D R E A L .  .  .
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into play here, where the “low-level” meaning, or decoding

the messages from the surroundings, is handled by the left

hemisphere, while the interpretation (“it’s gonna be a

romantic night,” or “you idiot, why did you light the

fireplace so early?”) is the province of the right hemisphere. 

That the mind serves up the world in all its fullness and

complexity is, in truth, the major faith we all share every

moment of our lives. But this is a complete misperception

based on our insider ’s point of view -- limited to having

one mind, a mind that writes letters, calculates, smells the

meatloaf, and has an “insider ’s” rather than, say, an

engineer ’s view of what’s happening. 

That’s why psychological science is useful. When we

shift the perspective and analysis to the external and

BACKSTAGE

The mental
processes  that  go
on backstage to
present  a  v iew of
Real i ty  to  you are
astounding and
end up begui l ing
you with  a  tota l ly
skewed v is ion of
Real i ty.
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scientific, away from the personal and particular, the

situation inside our heads looks very different. That’s the

“life of the mind” that this book describes. It consists of an

amazingly complex set of processes, all with one aim: to

make things simple for us. It is a virtual reality produced by

a marvelous coordination of tricksters that show us a shell

game of a world. We buy into it, because when the mind

works in that way, we get through the day, get across the

street, get to the meal, get the meaning of the conversation.

That we are experiencing “reali ty” in i ts  fullness

is ,  too,  a  belief  (although we don’t  usually discuss i t

this  way) --  one that  is  stronger,  more immediate and

pervasive than any rel igious or cultural  ideology.  And

it  is  wrong.  I t  is  the cause of  much misunderstanding

about  us, about other people, and between societies,

companies, even countries.

For most of us, those not schizophrenic or disturbed in

some other way, our mundane experience is certainly as

dependable as knowing that the sun will rise, go around

the earth and set tomorrow. But like the “obvious fact,”

perceptible to anybody with two eyes and a brain, that the

sun goes around the earth (it doesn’t), the mind doesn’t

bring us anything close to reality. It produces a seriously

reduced, edited version; in short, a well-crafted illusion.

Like the scientific, not personal, knowledge that it is the

earth which, in fact, revolves around the sun, the virtual

nature of our connection with reality is only understandable

from a scientific analysis. 



.  .  . M I N D R E A L .  .  .
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Nobody -- no organism, no plant, no animal, no person -- in

truth faces the complete reality that faces us.

Still, in order to be successful, something has to provide

any organism -- be it a slug, salmon, turkey, rhesus monkey,

graphics hack, internet executive or harassed mother of

three -- with a set of alternatives to choose from for the next

move. It might be getting food, it might be avoiding a

WHEN THE WORLD DISAPPEARS

Gaps in  the  inf low of  information from Real i ty
(such as  b l inking)  are  covered by MindReal .
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predator, as in the olde days, or it might be, in con-

temporary life, deciding on a new business venture or a

movie to go see. In all cases, the device that provides a

shortcut to the action and the world is the mind. But we

don’t really know much about it, not to mention all of

what’s happening inside, any more than we are aware of

the kidneys removing toxins or, closer to the information

world, the complex processes necessary to make a video

visible from zeros and ones stored on a DVD. Our life

inside is simple: we just see things, feel them, think them or

dream them. 

The mind operates “backstage” of consciousness.

Mental processes work to present and, really, re-present the

world of experience; but the mind does so according to its

own stealthy set of rules and procedures. These rules are

not always what “we’d” like them to be. 

Consider this: what day is it? If our memory system

were simple, like a date counter on a digital watch, we

would be able to answer the question just as quickly on one

day as on any other.

Not so. Our memory is not updated, and it is stored

only in simplified schemata. If we’re asked what day it is

on Wednesday, it takes twice as long to answer as when

we’re asked on Sunday. Weekdays take longer to recall than

weekends probably because there are five weekdays and

only two weekend days. The closer the weekday is to the

weekend, the faster it is recalled. In the real world, the

length of every day is equal, but its meaning to us is not.

Weekends are perhaps more central  to our lives, and
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therefore we may represent our weeks largely with reference

to weekends.1

Why doesn’t the mind do what “we” want? 

First thing to know, and it will seem wacky: you are not

your mind.2

If the human mind really worked the way “we” wanted

it to, why would we say things we didn’t wish to, and then

regret instantly so doing? Why do we spend $300 on a

coffeemaker when we’re redoing the house because it

seems like nothing; yet a $50 coffeemaker seemed

expensive a few weeks earlier? These aren’t, in most cases,

“mistakes”; they are just evidence of a system at work, one

that usually works out, but not always.  It goes to the

question “who is making these decisions for us, anyway?”

So the mind is not all of “us”; it is just part of a human

being, a part that runs its own show according to its own

procedures, just as do the liver and the heart.  Clearly,

there’s another agenda within our heads at work here. Most

of what the mind does is secret, taking place out of our

awareness and having its own priorities. 

The mind, despite the contentions of many academic

analyses we often read, isn’t like a disembodied computer.

It’s part of a flesh-and-blood person, and given that, it has

1 I’ve provided many more illustrations in Multimind,
Evolution of Consciousness and other books.

2 Of course, there could be all sorts of infernal and
interminable discussions then as to who “you” is, but that
won’t be in this book, you can thank God for that.
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a job to do. In a word, that job is survival. The human

mental system evolved to do that job -- to keep the rest of

the body out of trouble and to help it find food, safety,

shelter, a little lovin’ perhaps. These are the priorities that

the mind’s body needs to survive. They might be as simple

as avoiding a car in front of us, as complex as deciding on

where to live, as immediate as avoiding food that’s

poisonous, and as long-range as deciding upon a career. So

inside the mind there is an invisible industry, our silent

guide to action, preparing responses, organizing

information and, mostly, cutting out huge aspects of the

world outside of us, so that we can cut through the thicket of

information which constantly surrounds us.3

Much of what you’ve learned in school (or if you’re

young, much of what you’ll soon learn) about the mind is

often wrong. There are academic distinctions made be-

tween perceiving something, remembering an event,

imagining the world, and even dreaming; but these are

really just ways of describing different events. 

Inside the mind, there is not a clear distinction between

perceiving something at the moment or long ago. We can’t

tell, really, what gives rise to our experiences. The same

system is in play all the time, and that is why we can mis-

remember or hallucinate or mix up, just as some do sounds

3 The academic trend has been to consider mental
operations as often consisting of mistakes in judgment, but
I think it’s better to think of the mind as an adaptive
system, though one that isn’t completely adapted to every
situation, especially in the modern world.
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and tastes. Because of a neurological anomaly, about one in

a thousand people, for instance, can hear colors and taste

shapes, as weird as that seems. 

So, the usual connections between what’s “out there”

and what is experienced inside us aren’t really fixed.

What’s in our mind doesn’t always depend upon what’s

happening in front of us all the time.

We can begin close to home to analyze a bit of what

goes on every day. Some of it is so obvious, right in front of

our eyes, as plain as our nose, and seems at first so banal

that, in trying to get through the world, we miss its real

significance (READER: bear with me).4

If you are like most people, you blink your eyes about

nine or ten times each minute, all day, every day. You do so

constantly, except when asleep. Think of all this  eyelid

activity going on: last week you probably blinked close to

50,000 times. Last year, you blinked several million times.

Eyes wide shut, again and again. And each time (I’m sure

you’re noticing the blinks right now!) the world that you

see goes away, and we get a tiny bit of black. 

But unless your attention is brought to it, you don’t

really become aware of it during daily activity. What

happened to all those mini-blackouts? Why is the com-

4 Of course, for most animals, there’s no real reason to
consider all these psychological complexities. In part
that’s the point: we’re unaware of all the work going on
behind the scenes. 



plicated visual world uninterrupted in your experience?

What happens to those black moments -- all of them,

millions of them -- during a lifetime? 

The same thing also happens in front of the eyes and

behind the eyes. Remember the standard demonstration of

the visual blind spot? At the end of the retina, there are

cells that exit the eye to transmit the signals to the visual

cortex. All the axons from the eye’s ganglion cells leave the

eye at the same point, where they are bundled together to

form the optic nerve. But these cells, like the terminus of

wires in a wall, take up some space. This tiny spot where

the ganglion cells exit the eye on the way to the brain is

commonly called the “blind spot.” There are no photo-

receptor cells here, so this part of the eye cannot respond to

light. We are not normally aware of the blind spot, because

normally we do not see it. But if you try, you can move a

small object in front of one of your eyes until it disappears

into the blind spot. 

So there’s a hole in your vision, but you don’t see it.

And there’s more blocking our sight. Blood vessels lie

between the retina and the outside of the eye. Because we

are structured to respond to changes, we never see these

vessels, since they are always there. But you can see for

yourself that you do look at the world through blood

vessels. Get a penlight, a blank piece of white paper, and a

pencil. Turn on the penlight and hold it near the outer edge

of your eye and jiggle it around. You will see a luminous

red spider web, which is a reflection of the blood vessels.

By looking at the paper immediately, you can trace a map of

H O W T H E M I N D T R A N S F O R M S T H E W O R L D
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these vessels. 

Let’s move out of the eye and down just a bit to the

nose. If you look ahead carefully, you’ll see that the scene

in front of you includes your nose. (If you’ve been gifted

with a small nose, then close one of your eyes and you’ll

see what I mean.) But why didn’t you see it before? And in

a few moments, your nose will fade away once again, but,

once again, why?

So it’s immediately obvious that we don’t even see

what is in front of our eyes when it’s there. But the other

side of the coin is that we routinely experience events and

objects that don’t exist. If you write with a pencil that has a

rough point, you feel the point as it contacts the paper. This

feeling is a cause of much joy; calligraphers love this

sensual feel and pick a particular stylus for that special

“ YOU” ARE HERE?

Your  i l lusor y
consc iousness  can do a l l

sorts  o f  t r icks ,  l ike
extending i tse l f  into

inanimate  objects ,  such
as  the  t ip  of  a  penci l .



quality.  

Feeling the pen as it moves while one is writing is a

fairly ordinary experience.  But what are you feeling this

point with? The point isn’t, certainly, any part of your body

or soul. You’re most likely holding the pen an inch or two

from the point. There is no part of you that is rolling along

the paper. You are not feeling anything “real,” but you are

projecting the feeling forward, out of your hand, into the

point. Of course, one could give thousands of other

examples, but these will suffice for this short book. It’s not

a real world we experience, but a set of signals, which we,

ourselves, have to learn to shape into a moment-to-moment

representation.  

As T. S. Eliot said in Four Quartets:  “We are the music

while the music lasts.” The experience we have of life is

more like connecting the dots in a constellation to form a

dipper or a god than it is a solid map of the place. Call this

process the building of a virtual shell of a world. 

There are extremes of how different the world can be.

We see this across cultures, but most dramatically when

some people taste shapes, or hear numbers. In Blue Cats and

Chartreuse Kittens (WH Freeman, 2001), Patricia Duffy gives

her experience: 

I was sixteen when I found out. The year was 1968. My father
and I were in the kitchen, he, in his usual talk-spot by the pantry
door, my sixteen-year-old self in a chair by the window. The two
of us were reminiscing about the time I was a little girl, learning
to write the letters of the alphabet. We remembered that, under
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his guidance, I’d learned to write all of the letters very quickly
except for the letter ‘R’.

Until one day I said to my father, “I realized that to make an
‘R’ all I had to do was first write a ‘P’ and then draw a line
down from its loop. And I was so surprised that I could turn a
yellow letter into an orange letter, just by adding a line.”

“Yellow letter? Orange Letter?” my father said. “What do you
mean?”

“Well, you know,” I said. “‘P’ is a yellow letter, but ‘R’ is an
orange letter. You know -- the colors of the letters.”

“The colors of the letters?” my father said.
It had never come up in any conversation before. I had never

thought to mention it to anyone. For as long as I could
remember, each letter of the alphabet had a different color. Each
word had a different color too (generally, the same color as the
first letter) and so did each number. The colors of letters, words
and numbers were as intrinsic a part of them as their shapes, and
like the shapes, the colors never changed. They appeared
automatically whenever I saw or thought about letters or words,
and I couldn’t alter them.

I had taken it for granted that the whole world shared these
perceptions with me, so my father ’s perplexed reaction was
totally unexpected. From my point of view, I felt as if I’d made a
statement as ordinary as “apples are red” and “leaves are green”
and had elicited a thoroughly bewildered response. I didn’t
know then that seeing such things as yellow ‘P’s and orange ‘R’s,
or green ‘E’s, purple ‘5’s, brown ‘Mondays’ and turquoise
‘Thursdays’ was unique to the one in two thousand persons like
myself who were hosts to a quirky neurological phenomenon
called ‘synesthesia’. In synesthesia, when one of the five senses
is stimulated, both that one plus another sense responds. This
can lead ‘synesthetes’ to experience such peculiarly blended
perceptions as words and sounds having colors or even tastes
having shapes.
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For another synaesthete, Michael Watson, the taste of a

well-cooked chicken triggered the feeling of holding

something pointy in his hand, while an undercooked one

triggered the feeling of something disappointingly round.

Still another synaesthete described the name “Francis” as

having “the taste of baked beans.”

Since the mind is so complex, I am going to switch

metaphors around in this book, because I don’t want any-

body to think I’ve reduced the mind to a computer or a

mirrored funhouse or the like. So for the moment, think of

the mind as an elaborate set of cat’s whiskers, antennae that

touch parts of the world so that the cat can navigate. Each

organism selects and elaborates what it needs in order to

get through the day in its neighborhood. If you are a plant,

you don’t need to know much; if you are a frog, a few items

reach the sensorium; a cat more; a bonobo much more; and

we, hopefully, more still. 

Virtual and different, but the “shells” are not completely

imaginary, either. The “reality” we live inside -- for us, for

ants, cows, even grass, for all I know -- is a virtual one. This

“illusion” that we live inside is compelled by our cir-

cumstances and limited by the information-processing

machinery that we and other organisms have. 

By that I mean we can’t have just any old illusion of

what’s happening, or we’ll walk into busses or tigers would

have eaten our ancestors. So the mind’s shell has to re-

present important events in the outside world well enough

so we can avoid them or eat them or see them or reproduce

with them, and so we can be successful.
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There is a poem, popular in the ‘60s, written by

Lawrence Ferlinghetti called “A Coney Island of the Mind.”

I’d think, now, of the virtual reality we live inside as a “Las

Vegas of the mind.” A mirage that functions. Things are

placed there and stuck together whether they exist or not. 

Much that does exist, like the arid desert in Las Vegas,

is ignored, and things that do not exist, like the touch at the

end of the pencil (or the Eiffel Tower in the middle of a

desert), do appear. Old memories coexist with new

experiences; thoughts from a few days ago are still around,

mingling with the sounds of a current conversation; dreams

can take it all over, not only when we’re asleep, but

sometimes while we’re awake as well. I wrote in Multimind

that stuck side-by-side, inside the skin, inside the skull, are

several special-purpose, separate, specific small minds. 

“ YOU” ARE NOT YOUR MIND

Your  consc iousness  i s  an i l lus ion that  hovers
above the  mult i tude of  sh i f t ing mental  processes

that  gr ind on beneath our  awareness .



The mind isn’t well-designed, though; it just accum-

ulated. The particular collection of talents, abilities and

capacities that each person possesses depends upon a lot of

things. It depends partly on birth and partly on experience.

Our illusion, however, is that somehow we are unified, that

all our actions, or at least many of them, do have a common

purpose and goal. 

We have a rolling virtual resumé of ourselves that we

find quite easy to generate. “I’m a successful executive with

a home in the hills and enjoy vacations by the water.” “I’m a

basketball fan and the second son of a drunk.” Other

people, as well, present a smooth, seemingly consistent and

unified surface to us. But that idea we have of ourselves

and of other people is construction -- just as much as is

seeing a tree outside is constructed on a limited basis. We

are hidden from ourselves, and while the skin covers a lot

of different organs that are only visible once the covering

has been lifted, it is more difficult, of course, to blow the lid

off the mind. 

But the mind is a mixed structure; it has modules and

what I call policies within it. In life, these general com-

ponents act independently of one another and may very

well have vastly different priorities.  The mind is not an

organized system, but a squadron of simpletons. It is not

unified, not rational, not well designed or even designed at

all. In fact, although it is difficult for us to face, the mind

simply happened. It was propagated through the inno-

vations of countless organisms that lived long before us,

and the mind evolved, not through design, but through
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countless animals and through countless worlds.   

Like the rest of biological evolution, the human mind is

a collage of adaptations -- the propensity to do the right

thing in a certain situation, to drink, to return home to

one’s place of birth, to be able to navigate using the stars.

Our thought is a set of fixed routines, “simpletons.” We

need them; it is vital to be able to find the right food at the

right time; it is vital to be able to mate well, to generate

children, to avoid marauders, to respond quickly to emer-

gencies. And countless mental routines to handle all of this

housekeeping work evolved over millions of years and

developed in different eras. 

Thus, to characterize the mind as primarily rational, as

much scientific analysis has it, is an injustice. It sells us

short; it makes us misunderstand ourselves and has

perverted our understanding of our intelligence, our

schooling, and our physical and mental health.* 

Holding up rationality and remorseless deliberation as

the mind’s primary function has, more importantly, set us

along the wrong road to our future.  Instead of being the

pinnacle, rationality is just one small peak in a range of

enormous possibilities. Because human beings live all over

the world, from the Himalayas to the Kalahari to Paris, the

human mind evolved great breadth; yet it is shallow, for it

creates quick-and-dirty “sketches” of the world. This

rough-and-ready sketchy reality enabled our ancestors to

survive better, and that’s why the mind 

*This is based on a discussion in my The Evolution of Consciousness.
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evolved -- not so that we could know ourselves. The mind

didn’t evolve for self-knowledge. 

Simply speaking, there has never been, nor will there

ever be, enough time to be truly rational. Rationality is

used rarely and in a very limited area. It is not practical,

anyway. There is no time for the mind to go through the

luxurious exercise of examining alternatives.

Instead of the standard rational analysis of evidence

which involves setting up a “truth table” -- a checklist of

information about whether propositions are correct or are

not to know -- you’re aware that you already know a lot of

things. You know that Zurich is in Switzerland, you know

that New York is in America, etc. But, to know what Moses’

phone number was, you would have to go through a “truth

table” involving an immense set of calculations and

information searches, if you didn’t already know that there

weren’t phones in Moses’ time -- shortcuts.

Think of the number of issues you immediately know

accurately -- what England is, whether you would ride a

skateboard to a formal dinner, whether the chicken goes on

the inside or the outside of the sandwich, what your spouse

wore this morning -- and you will see that your own truth

table, if entered randomly, would have to contain millions

of entries. And how much time would it take to search?

Years! When a tiger approached, imagine an animal that

deliberated this long and thought, “Is this thing friendly?

What is this expansive yellow in my visual field? Look at

those neat ears and deep eyes... Hey, look at those teeth!”

We can say, from a technical standpoint, that such an
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organism would not have been around long enough to

contribute its genes to future generations. So, obviously,

rationality and remorseless deliberation are too slow in

real life, although fine for academic or scientific work.

The mind is one great shortcut, for better or worse. We

don’t search out all the alternatives in an attempt for

knowledge. Instead, we use very, very few simple strat-

egies. The mind works overwhelmingly in large part to act

-- to do or die, as we say in English -- but not to reason or

to know why. Most of our little routines are automatic

MIND BOGGLING

Consc iousness  i s  bounced
around help less ly  by

environmental  inf luences .
We are  usual ly  unaware  of

the  turmoi l  that
consc iousness  i s  subjected

to  by the  wor ld  outs ide
our  heads .  The  i rony i s

that  th is  system was,  l ike
al l  evolved systems,  a

direct  resul t  o f  natural
se lect ion.  



moves; not so automatic, perhaps, as removing one’s hand

from a hot stove, but stored and fixed routines, like mil-

itary exercises.  

The primary job of the mental system is not self-

understanding, self-analysis or reason, but rather running

its routines. That is what the mind is organized to do; it

runs its routines to adapt to the world, to get nourishment

and safety, to reproduce and so to pass on descendants. The

human mind evolved thus a fantastic and alluring set of

adaptations within which to operate and to mesh with the

small world, the local environment in which each of us

finds us. The mind works to gain a quick fix on reality and

to guide action. 

But the mind isn’t any one thing. Like an army, it has its

master builders, its accountants, its dullards, its stooges, its

hysterical spirits, and, especially, its dreamers. The mind contains

separate and independent streams of thinking, feeling and

ideas, and these transfer from one situation into another.

Sigmund Freud elaborated on an important mental routine

in his analysis of what was called “transference,” which

involves the projection of the patient’s own feelings toward

significant others onto the psychotherapist. But trans-

ference isn’t limited to the therapeutic encounter. In fact,

minds come into consciousness and transfer reactions all

the time. This swapping of reactions leaves our con-

sciousness unaware of how a new and different mind is in

place for determining our reactions.  

We can use the concept of “mind in place” to show how

we recruit the same routines to handle different situations.

H O W T H E M I N D T R A N S F O R M S T H E W O R L D
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Picture different “sets of mind” swinging in and out, while

one system, then another, then a third takes hold of

consciousness. Once recruited for a purpose, the mind in

place performs as if it had been there forever. Then it steps

aside, to be replaced with another actor, one with different

memories, different priorities and plans; and we, our

conscious self, rarely notice what’s gone on.  

It’s similar to the way programs work in a personal

computer. We put a word-processing or database program

into working memory and, when we’re done with it, we

swap it out for another program. And, at least with earlier

forms of personal computers, each set of programs has its

logic, its own commands and hierarchies, and often the

information does not transfer from one to another. This uncon-

scious shift (like having a new program to evaluate the

scene) is one reason why we don’t always act the way “we”

want ourselves to do so. 

And one consequence of this is that we are not the same

person from moment to moment. Thus, the idea most people

have that they are consistent is an illusion caused by the

structure of the mind. It is simply that the “observer” part

of the mind also has quite limited access to what is going

on.  The “self” is itself  just another part of the mind,

nothing special and with a small job. And that job isn’t self-

knowledge, rationality or understanding, but rather it is

what you might call “minding the store.”  

And the situation is even more complicated as an en-

gineering task: the world, this world we’re describing, is

but one-trillionth of the total energy that strikes us. There
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is a thicket of information out there that we miss con-

stantly: infrared, ultraviolet, waves that birds hear, and the

like. All that we’re describing here is already so reduced by

what Aldous Huxley called the “reducing valve” of the

senses that we hardly experience anything of what’s “out

there.” It’s all in our head, much more than we think. How

many leaves have you seen this summer?   

And one more bullet before we move on: The mind is,

really, not identical with the brain. Surely the mind de-

pends on the brain, and some people (even the writer of

this book) have made a career of writing about the func-

tions of the two sides of the brain and the mind. But the

mind has a status independent of the brain. To greatly,  but

not completely, oversimplify: the brain’s workings can be

visualized better as if it were a corporation’s organizational

chart where the physical location and appearance of the

CEO (the mind) may not matter much. Also, as anybody

who works knows, the real influence and intrigue of an

organization are not possible to comprehend from its

physical arrangement.

And there are more complications to the simple (“get

me through the day”) role that the mind has. If you think

about it, there’s too much information available -- we don’t

face reality so much as we deface it, taking only small parts

and creating or filling in the gaps to help us through the

day. Then, it has to be put together again. First, the world

is split into senses, for example, and we make the same

(seemingly from this perspective) dumb mistakes over and

over, because we never “see” things whole. Ordinarily, no



matter how self-reflective we are, we don’t know what the

mind is doing or how it does it. 

We know what is on our mind, because we see, feel,

think, hear and taste objects and events, but we don’t know

what’s in our mind because we can’t see it. The structure of

our mental system and our consciousness is invisible and

imperceptible to us. Nevertheless, which “DJ” is in place in

the mind determines how we decide who to marry, what to

spend and to do at any moment, the content of our

memories, which strategies we use to think and, in the long

run, the future of how humanity handles Earth. 

But it may be easier than we think if the world we see is

really something we each construct on our own, because thus we

can change it. By the way, after you’ve read this analysis,

you may well think it a miracle that a human being can find

anything in the outside world, or get anything to eat, or

find shelter or somebody to mate with. And it is a miracle,

this life of the mind. And understanding these daily

miracles -- that’s what this book is about. 
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WHO’S  PL AYING THE
TUNES?

Much of  what  goes  on in  our
minds  i s  determined by
impercept ib le  and inv is ib le
pol ic ies .  Which “DJ” i s  in
place  in  the  mind i s  usual ly
out  of  our  consc ious  contro l .

Man, these
tunes are

totally
MindReal!

bbaanngg
bbaanngg
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